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GENERALIZATIONS OF THE WATSON TRANSFORMS

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The concept of a Fourier transform of a function

originates in the corresponding Fourier integral repre-

sentation of the function. Consider, for example, the

Fourier cosine formula

Co CO

0 0

which holds if f is Lebesgue integrable on (0, co), is

continuous at the point x and is of bounded variation

in some neighborhood of x [12, p.13]. If we set

f(x) = 7 Jr cos xu du ji cos ut f(t)dt, (1)2

CO

g(u) jr cos ut f(t) dt, (2)

0

then (1) is

CO

f(x) ="4 jr cos xu g(u) du. (3)

0

We call functions f and g, related by (2) and (3),

the "Fourier cosine transforms" of each other. The Four-

ier sine transforms and the (exponential) Fourier trans-

forms arise in a similar manner.

Equations (2) and (3) link f and g in a formally



then its cosine transform g(x) = which is

not (Lebesgue) integrable on (0, 00). Hence, in spite

of the formal reciprocity of the relations (2) and (3),

there is a basic asymmetry in the properties of f and

g if f is merely integrable on (0, co).

A theory of reciprocity which is completely symmetri-

cal was initiated by Plancherel [7] and was developed by

Titchmarsh [9], [10]. This theory is based on convergence

in the mean of order two and is thus confined to square-

integrable functions. Even in this case the integrals

in (2) and (3) do not generally exist, and the reciprocal

relations have to be expressed in the form

g(x) =1/47 47. sin xu f(u)du, (4)

127 d sin xu
f(x) =

0

where the equalities hold almost everywhere in (0, co).

g(u)du, (5)

2

symmetrical manner. However, when we come to a direct

study of the relation between a function and its transform,

we find that the two have quite different properties. As

an example, let

0 < x < 1
f (x) =

x > 1



These equations reduce to (2) and (3) respectively when-

ever differentiation under the integral sign is permiss-

ible. Let us denote by L2(0, co) the class of (complex-

valued) functions f defined on (0, =) for which the

00

(Lebesgue) integral jr If(x)i2dx exists. Now we can

0

state Plancherel's theorem for cosine transforms as

follows [12, p.70]:

PLANCHEREL'S THEOREM. To every f E L2(0, co) corresponds

a (unique) g E L2(0, co) defined by the formula

00

f g(x)dx f EiD_LE

0 0

=4 f(x) dx;
x

(6)

the relation between f and g is reciprocal, i.e.

00

3

sj11-12-c

Further, f and g satisfy Parseval's equality

00 00

ji

If(x)I2dx = Jr Ig(x)I2dx. (8)

Notice that, by Lebesgue's theorem on the different-

iation of an indefinite integral, the relations (6) and

(7) reduce to (4) and (5) respectively. Also, the

(7)f(x)dx =

0 0



analogue of the above theorem for the Fourier sine trans-

forms holds, with sin Ex replaced by 1 - cos Ex

[12, p.70].

Reciprocal relations of a more general kind than

Fourier's can be derived from Hankel's integral represent-

ation

00 00

Jr
f(x) = in Jv(xu) du i/ut Jv(ut) f(t)dt,

A 0

where Jv
is the Bessel function of the first kind of

order v and v > - 11 the conditions on f are the

same as those in Fourier's cosine formula (1) [12, p.240-

242]. Writing

g(u) =

we have from (9)

f(x) =

00

ATE
Jv(ut)

f(t)dt ( 1 0 )

Jrco

/0 Jv(xu)
g(u) du. (11)

0

(9)

We shall call a pair of functions f and g, connected

by (10) and (11), the "Hankel transforms of order v" of

each other. The Hankel transforms reduce to the Fourier

4

cosine transforms for V "
1 and to the Fourier sine



1
transforms for v = T. As in the case of the Fourier

transforms, the symmetrical relationship between the pair

of Hankel transforms given by (10) and (11) is purely

formal. A theory of reciprocity was given by Titchmarsh

[9] for functions in the class L2(0, 03). For such

functions the reciprocal relations are as follows:

r +-
xv 2 g(x)dx = Ev+1

and

(- 1

xv+T f(x)dx = Ev+1

If(x)12dx

0

00

_1

2 (Ex) f(x)dx, (12)x Jv+1

_1

2 (Ex) g(x)dx, (13)x Jv+1

Ig(x)12dx.

On differentiation under the integral sign, if per-

missible, formulas (12) and (13) reduce to (10) and (11)

respectively after using the relation

zJv(z) = (v + 1)Jv+i(z) + z 3T Jv+1(z"

A remarkable generalization of Plancherel's theory

of the Fourier transforms was obtained by Watson. In

(14)

5



his important paper [14], he set out to solve the follow-

ing problem:

Let k be a complex-valued1 function on (0, °°)

such that k(x)E L2(0, 00). What further conditions must

k satisfy in order to fulfill the following three require-

ments?

(i) To every function f E L2(0, 00) corresponds

a function g E L2(0, Co) given by the formula

0

CO

CO

f(x)dx =
773-Ticg(x)dx; (16)

(iii) Parseval's equality holds, namely

CO CO

fIf(x)I2dx =
Ig(x)I2dx. (17)

0 0

k(x) f(x)dx; (15)

1. Watson considered only real-valued k. We will
denote the complex conjugate of k by F; thus

F(x) = F717 for all x in (0, Co).

6

(ii) this correspondence between f and g is

reciprocal, i.e.



Watson arrived at the following striking solution:

WATSON'S THEOREM. The necessary and sufficient condition

for the existence of a correspondence between f and g

satisfying (15), (16) and (17) is that, for all positive

and n,

00

k(E) --777c1 dx = min{, fl}
x2

0

As an example of the above theorem, take

sin Ex
X 1T X

then the condition (18) requires

2

CO

sin Ex sin nx

x2

0

= min{, n}

(18)

7

which is known to be true. Plancherel's theorem as stated

on page 3 is thus seen to be a special case of Watson's

theorem.

The functions f and g connected by (15) and (16)

were called by Watson "general transforms" of each other;

subsequent authors have commemorated Watson's work by

calling them the "Watson transforms".



Watson's proof of his theorem was rather long (30

pages) and difficult. Simpler and shorter proofs were

later given by Titchmarsh [11], Plancherel [8], Busbridge

[3], and Doetsch [5].

By adopting a more abstract viewpoint than others,

Bochner [1] was able to get a clearer vision of the role

played by the Watson transforms. He recognized the

integrals in the equations (15) through (18) as inner

products in the complex Hilbert space L2(0, co); he

could thus interpret the Watson transforms as an example

of a unitary mapping and its inverse. The Watson trans-

forms now furnished a valuable clue to the problem of

characterization of unitary mappings on L2(0, co) by

"analytic" expressions. Let us state Bochner's results

[2, p.152-1531.

BOCHNER'S THEOREMS. I. Every unitary transformation

g = Uf

of the complex Hilbert space L2(0, co) determines two

functions (or kernels) k(E, x), k(E, x) E L2(0, co) for

each E > 0 such that

E
00

LT
g(x)dx = I k(E, x) f(x)dx, (19)

0 0

8



J(20)f(x)dx= 9,(E, x) g(x)dx.

0

The kernels so determined are unique (neglecting null sets)

and satisfy the equations

co

Jrk(E, x) k(71, x) dx = min{, 0, (21)

0

00

fk(E, x)
t(n, x) dx = min{, n} ,

0

n E

fk(E, x) dx = 2,(1, x) dx .

0 0

Given a pair of kernels k(E, x), i(E, x) E L2(0, co)

for each E > 0, and subject to the conditions (21), (22)

and (23), the kernels generate a unitary transformation

f g in L2(0, co) and its inverse defined respectively

by the formulas (19) and (20).

We remark that if we specialize the kernels by taking

k( , x) = , t(E, x) - "Ex) and t(x) = )7;7

then the above equations reduce to the equations (15),

(16) and (18) of the Watson transforms.



10

The technique of proving the above two theorems was

borrowed from functional analysis. It accomplished

striking economy in the proof. Also, the method is

suitable for proving an extension of Bochner's theorems,

as we shall see in the course of this study.

In Chapter II, we prove a generalization of the

Watson transforms; it may equally well be regarded as a

generalization of Titchmarsh's theory of the Hankel

transforms [9], outlined on page 5.

In Chapter III, we extend Bochner's theorems to the

Hilbert space L2(a, b) where -03 < a < b < 00. We also

prove a theorem on constructing new pairs of kernels,

starting with two pairs of known ones.



CHAPTER II

THE GENERALIZED HANKEL TRANSFORMS

Our object in this chapter is to prove a generalized

form of Watson's theorem involving a parameter X; on

1
taking X = 7 we recover Watson's theorem. This theorem

also generalizes Titchmarsh's theorem on the Hankel trans-

forms in precisely the same fashion as the Watson trans-

forms generalize Plancherel's theory of the Fourier sine

or cosine transforms.

Before stating the theorem, we recall for the purpose

of reference some results from Plancherel's theory of the

(exponential) Fourier transforms.

2.1 Theorems on the Fourier Transforms

We shall assume that all functions used are complex-

valued and (Lebesgue) measurable, unless it is specifically

stated to the contrary.

Let p > 1. The function F defined on (-00, 00)

m

is said to be of classPL ( C° m) if jr IF(X)IPdX < co.

The cases p = 1 and p = 2 alone will be of interest

to us.

We shall consider two functions in LP(-00, co) to be

11



equal if their values coincide except on a set of measure

zero.

If F E LP(-00, co) then HFIlp is defined to be

/( 00 \\ 1

fIF(x)IPdx
P

The symbol 'lap will be read as the LP norm of F.

Let F F2' ... belong to L2(-co, co). If there

exists a function F E L2(-cc, co) such that

00

Ji11Fn

- fll = IFn -0-(x) - F(x)12dx 0 as n ÷ co ,

we say that "Fn(x) converges to F(x) in the quadratic

mean" and we shall occasionally denote this kind of con-

vergence by writing

F(x) = k.i.m. F (x).
n-0-00 n

If F(x) = k.i.m. F (x), then F(x) is almost
n+00

everywhere the (pointwise) limit of a subsequence of

Fn(x)
[15, p.33]. The following lemma is now easily

,Pstablished.

2.1.1. LEMMA. Let F, F1, F2'
be in L2(-00, c°)

If lim LIFn - F112 = 0 and if for some G
11-4.00

12



lim Fn(x) = G(x) almost everywhere on (-=, =), then
n÷00

F(x) = G(x) almost everywhere. In words, if F is the

limit in the mean of
Fn,

and G is the pointwise limit

of
Fn,

then F = G.

2.1.2. PLANCHEREL'S THEOREM. If F E L2(-=, =) then

there exists a function is' E L2(-=, =) such that

P(x) = 1 k.i.m. e-ixt F(t)dt
172-77 n4-=

-n

F(t) = 1 k.i.m.
/TT n÷co

eitx -F(x)dx

13

-n

and OH2 = O112

Every F E L2(-co, 00) can be expressed as F = a for a

unique G E L2(-=, op). F is 'called the "Fourier trans-

form" of F, and F, the "inverse Fourier transform" of

F.

For a proof of the above theorem, reference may be

made to the tract by Goldberg [6, p.46-51].

Let F1, F2
E L2(-00, co), and let1,2 be their

Fourier transforms. We define the "convolution" of
F1



14

and F2'
denoted symbolically by F1*F2 as follows:

CO

1

(F1 *F2
)(x) = F1(x - t) F2(t)dt.

/27

CO

We may now state the following result.

2.1.3. LEMMA. If F F2 E L2(-co, co), then

CO

1 Ieixt(F1*F2)(x) = 1(t) F2(t)dt.)727

Proof may be found in [12, p.90]. Notice that, by

Plancherel's theorem, Pl, P2 E L2(-00, co), therefore

^

F1F2
E L1(-00, 00), and hence the integral on the right

converges absolutely.

The next two theorems, under different hypotheses,

are concerned with the most important property of convol-

utions, namely that F1F2 is the Fourier transform of

F1*F2. Since these theorems are perhaps not so well-

known as the others, we shall supply their proofs.

2.1.4. CONVOLUTION THEOREM. Let F
F2

and
P1is'2

all

belong to L2(-00, ). Then G E F1*F2 E L2(-00, c0) and



G . P12'

PROOF. Since is'1, F2 E L2(-00, co) therefore

F1F2 E L1(-00, cc.) , hence the following limit must exist:

eixt*c 1
(t) i,2(t)dt.

-n

By hypothesis, F1F2 E L2(-00, 00), therefore, by

Plancherel's theorem, the following limit also must exist:

-n

By Lemma 2.1.1 the above limits must be equal. However,

by Lemma 2.1.3, the first limit is equal to F1*F2, and

by Theorem 2.1.2, the second limit is the inverse Fourier

transform of P1P2. Using Theorem 2.1.2 again, we see

that G E F1*F2 E L2(-m, co) and 6 = P1P2. This completes

the proof.

2.1.5. CONVOLUTION THEOREM. Let F1, F2 and G E F1*F2

all belong to L2(-00, co) and let a E L1(-c°, co). Then

P1P2'

ixt -
e

F1 (t) F2(t)dt.

15

1 lim
V7T n±c0

1
k.i.m.

i271.



PROOF. From Theorem 2.1.2, using the formula for the

inverse Fourier transform,

1
(F1*F2)(x) - Z.i.m.

By hypothesis, the integral

CO

ixt 1
lim
n4-00

(F1*F2)(x) =

17-2-7 n+co

1

..CO

From the uniqueness theorem for absolutely convergent

Fourier integrals [6, p.17], it follows that a P1P2,

which is what we wished to show.

Before proving the next lemma it is convenient to

--CO

But by Lemma 2.1.3

CO

-n

ixt
e G(t)dt.

ixt
e

F1 (t) F2(t)dt.

eixt -G(t)dt

16

CO -n

exists. Using Lemma 2.1.1 we have then

CO

1 eixt
G(t)dt.(Fl*F2)(x)



introduce a bit of notation. We define F' in terms of

F as follows:

F1(x) = F(-x) (_co < x 00).

Recall that I' denotes the complex conjugate of F

while F stands for the Fourier transform of F, as

defined in Theorem 2.1.2.

2.1.6. LEMMA. For F E L2(-00, co) we have

(i) (Ft ) (P)

(F) = (F)'

F is real-valued iff F = (F)1 .

PROOF. (i) By definition

1 e-ixt(F')(x) = k.i.m. F'(t)dt
/2-17

n

1 -ixt
k.i.m. e F(-t)dt

/TT n-0-c0

n

1 xu
k.i.m. f e F(u)dui

/TT n4.00

-n

1 -1(-x)u
k.i.m. f e F(u)du

/TT n-0-00

n

17



P(-X) = 611(X).

(ii) By definition

(t) (x) - 1
1/77 n-0-00

k.i.M.
/27 n-"°

e-ixt F(t)dt

eixt F(t)dt

1
.i.m.

f e-i(-x)tk F(t)dt
/277 n÷co

-n

= P(-x) = T(-x)

= (T)'(x)

(iii) The necessary and sufficient condition for F to

be real-valued is

F=7.

Using Plancherel's Theorem 2.1.2 this is equivalent to

=

or, using (ii) above,

18



0

this correspondence between f and g is recipro-

cal, that is

CO

1

7373-Tic2 f(x)dx = g(x)dx; (B)

Li
0

(iii) Parseval's equality holds, namely

CO

Ilf(x)12dx =
Ig(x)12dx.

0

The answer is provided by the following theorem:

2.2 Statement of the Main Theorem

Let A be a positive constant and let k be a

complex-valued function on (0, co) such that

k(x)
E L2(0, co). What further conditions must k satisfy

in order to fulfill the following three requirements?

(i) To every function f E L2(0, co) corresponds a

function g E L2(0, cc) defined by the transformation

CO

1

j
1AT

x g(x)dx =

19

k(x)
f(x)dx; (A)



THEOREM. The necessary and sufficient condition for the

existence of a correspondence between f and g satis-

fying the requirements (i), (ii) and (iii) is that, for

all positive E and n

14.x 1 x
00 1 2 2 (0 < E < n)TA- n

i
.

k(Ex) R7735
1 1

(0 < n
x2 --X

1 2 277 E n < E).

(C)

REMARKS. Watson's theorem is evidently a special case

1
of the above theorem, corresponding to X = 7 (see Intro-

duction, p.6,7).

The theory given above also generalizes the L2-theory

of the Hankel transforms (see Introduction, p.5). For, let

V + 1 (v >
1 and k(Ex) =VEx (Ex).

= 2

Equations (A) and (B) then immediately reduce to equations

(12) and (13) of Chapter I. Of course, condition (C) does

hold in this case; we carry out this verification in

Appendix I.

Before setting out to prove the theorem, let us

outline the three essential steps involved: a) We make

a change of variables and thereby replace the functions

f, g, k defined in (0, 03) by new functions

F, G, K E L2(-m, m). b) We reformulate the theorem in

0

20



1
(X+4')ut ut (X-T)10

g(e' )dt = e

00

k(e144./A) f(ePt)dt,

(A-1)

21

terms of these new functions. Introduction of an auxiliary

function H E L2 (-0), 00) enables us to write all the

relations in the form of convolutions. c) Using the

convolution theorems of Sec. 2.1, we reduce the transcend-

ental relations to simple algebraic equations involving

products of the Fourier transforms F, G, H and K, and

are now able to complete the proof as a matter of routine.

The technique of the proof originated in an elegant paper

of Doetsch [5] and appears to be simpler than others using

properties of the discontinuous integrals [14] or the theory

of the Mellin transforms [4].

2.3 Change of Variables

Set

x = ePt, = ePO, n = e1-111)

where

p = 1 +
1

Then the equations (A), (B), (C) of the last section become

00



-CO

00

(0r 1 1
(X+)pt (X-7)14

2 lit
e f(e )dt = e -

..00

k(et) F(ePIP-I-Pt) pe-Ptdt

1 1 1exPI(T + A)11(0 + (y - 2)1110, ($

1 1exp[(7 - x)i14) + (f + x)pi4] (4) < q))

Next, let

.pt

e2 f(ept) = F(t),

1pt
e2 g(ePt) = G(t),

-Fit
k(ePt) = K(t).

Then (A-1) and (B-1) give (after a slight simplification)

gb
00

e G(t)dt = K(ct, + t) F(t)dt, (A-2)

00

14+pt
V(e' ) g(ept)dt,

(B-1)

(C-1)

22

-00

and



Also, condition (C-1) yields
00

L.T1

K(0 + t) R(0 + t)dt =

-00

7717 exp[Ap(0 - 0)]

1.27 exp(Xp(0 - 0)]

1 e-410-0

In the last equation, let 0 + t = t' and i - 0 = 0',
then it becomes

co

K(t') R(01 + t')dt' = 41-7 e-APWI

11
CO

or, on dropping the primes,

03

JK(t)

R(0 + t)dt = 23A-11 e-XPIO (C-2)

-00

We next verify that F, G and K all belong to

L2(-co, co).

Since, by hypothesis, f E L2 (0, co),

23

CO

Jet)
(0-t) F(t)dt = R(0 + t) G(t)dt. (B-2)



J

co

if(x)I2dx =
if(et) 12 peptdt F(t) I2dt < 00,

0

therefore F E L2(-00, 00).

Similarly, G E L2(-00, co).

k(x)
Again, since E L2(0, co),

00
00 00

k(x)I2 dx -
x2

Ik(e/It)12 pt
2ut pe dt = p

e

K(t)I2dt < m,

24

2.4.1. PROPOSITION I. If K E L2(-00, co) and if to every

2
F E L2(-co, co) corresponds a function G E co)

0

therefore K E L2(-00, 00)

We are now ready to reformulate our main theorem in

terms of the functions F, G and K.

2.4 Reformulation of the Main Theorem

For the sake of clarity in presenting the proof, we

break the theorem into three propositions. A, as in

Sec. 2.2, is a given positive constant, and p = 1 + (2x)-1.



defined by the transformation

e(t) G(t)dt = K(0 + t) F(t)dt, (A-2)

and further, if this correspondence between F and G

is reciprocal, that is

fe-44-t) F(t)dt =f 7(0 + t) G(t)dt,

0 co

(B-2)

-co -co

then it is necessary that

CO

f K(t)17(0 + t)dt = 1 e-4101
2Xp

2.4.2, PROPOSITION II. If F and G are related by

(A-2) and (B-2), then for all real s,

m co

fF(t) F(s + t)dt =f U(t) G(s + t)dt.

In particular, for s = 0,

CO CO

fIF(t)I2dt
= f IG(t)I2dt.

-co -co

2.4.3. PROPOSITION III. If K E L2(-00, 00) satisfies

(C-2)

25



the condition (C-2), then to every F E L2(-co, 00) corres-

ponds a function G E L2(-c°, co) such that (A-2) and (B-2)

hold, and (hence) also the equalities in the Proposition

2.4.2.

We now wish to write the relations (A-2), (B-2) and

(C-2) in the convolution notation and to this end we

introduce an auxiliary function H E L2(-c°, 00) defined by

0, t < 0

Then H(0 - t) = e-A114-t) if 0 > t and is zero other-

wise. Now

CO

(H*H')(0) = 1 H(0 - t) H(-t)dt.
/TT

If 0 > 0, the expression on the right

0

J'17r7

H(t) =

.=03

-Apt
, t > 0.

e-"-t) e-41(-t)dt

On the other hand, if 0 < 0, the same expression
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VITT

-Xp(0-t) xpt
e

dt

Combining the two results into one, we have

1 1 e -APIOI(H*H')(0) =
1/77 777

We now multiply each of the equations (A-2), (B-2),

1

(C-2) by (27r)1-; also, we change the dummy variable

from t to -t on the right hand sides of (A-2) and (B-2)

and on the left of (C-2), then these equations can be

written in the following elegant form:

27

Henceforth, instead of the relations (A-2), (B-2)

and (C-2) we shall work with their equivalents (1), (2)

and (3) respectively.

2.5 Proof of the Main Theorem

We will use the following notation for the Fourier

transform:

(H*G) (0) = (K*F') (o), (1)

(H*F) (0) = (17*G') (0), (2)

(K'*I7) (0) = (H*H') (0). (3)



op) = 1
9.i.m.

i2Tr n4-00

-n

By simple calculation

_1

HOP) = (270 7 (Ap + i1 (Xp > 0),

and ifi()12
(2,0.2112)-1

for all real *.

2.5.1. PROOF OF PROPOSITION I. By hypothesis, for

K E L2(-m, co) and to every F E L2(-co, co) corresponds

G E L2(-co, co) such that

(H*G)((¢) = (K*F1) (1)

and (H*F)(0 = (17*Gi)(0. (2)

By Plancherel's Theorem 2.1.2, G E2(-00, co).
Also, Ha E =) because H is a bounded function.

Therefore, by the Convolution Theorem 2.1.4,

H*G E2(-=, Equation (1) then shows that

K*F1 E L2( co). Taking the Fourier transform of (1)

and again applying Theorem 2.1.4, we obtain

am (K*F' (*).

Also, Ha E Li(-=, co), hence so does the right side of

the last equation. All conditions of the Convolution

Theorem 2.1.5 are now fulfilled, and so

CI(*)a(4)) = k(4) (i)
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on using Lemma 2.1.6(i).

In exactly the same manner it follows from (2) that

11(4)) h1p) = T(-10 a(-10, (2)

on using Lemma 2.1.6(i) and (ii).

Since F and hence P is arbitrary, we may choose

F(Ip) = 11(-11)), then (i) gives d(*) = KW since H(4))

never vanishes. On substituting these values of P and

8 in equation (2) we obtain

fico fic-0 = 17(-0 k(-0. (i)
However, by Lemma 2.1.3

CO

( *T) (4)) =
1 ei$4) k(-11)) 17(-04

1/T7

MM00

on using (S). And the expression on the right

1 ei01) 1 1 4
iT7 '/00-14-i10 /TT (xp-ilp)

jeicP4)

fi() fi()4,
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(2Tr)3/2 A2p2 + 4)2
d4)

00

1 1 -4111= --- --- e/TT nil

= (H*H') (0),

as was shown in Sec. 2.4. Hence

(Kt*') (q) = (H*H')(0), (3)

completing the proof of Proposition I.

An alternative proof which bypasses the convolution

theorems is given in Appendix II.

2.5.2. PROOF OF PROPOSITION II. By hypothesis, F and

G are related by (A-2) and (B-2), therefore, as shown

in Sec. 2.5.1, the following equations hold:

fl(tP) d(1P) = ROO P(-), (i)

11(1) P(iP) = 17(-0 6(-4)). (2)

We take the complex conjugate of (2) and change 4) into

-4), then

7 7
H(-4)) F(-4)) = K(4)) GOO. (2')

Cross-multiplying (1) and (T') we get

H(4)) a(4)) KOP) a(4)) = R(iP) P(-0 T(-1),
7

or, since H(P) = H(-4)) and H(p) never vanishes and

CO

1 ei"
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hence nor does K(11) by virtue of the equality (3),

7,-
P(-110 F(-4) = G(11)) G(11).

From Lemmas 2.1.3 and 2.1.6 it follows that

(F*F')(4) = (Gic-d')(4),

that is,

00 00

jr
F(0 - t) F(-t)dt = Jr G(0 - t) (-t)dt

or, changing the variables,

00 00

fF(t)
"f(s + t)dt = f -d(t) G(s + t)dt.

00 00

The proposition is now proved.

2.5.3. PROOF OF PORPOSITION III. By hypothesis,

K E L2(-co, co) satisfies the condition

(K ' *17) (0) = (H*H')(0). (3)

But the right side of (3), being equal to

1
-1 -X11101

(2ff)-7 (24) e , belongs to L2(-co, co) and its

Fourier transform, (27)-1 (A2 p2+ IP2)-1, belongs to

1 co). All conditions of the Convolution Theorem

2.1.5 are thus fulfilled. Hence

k(-1p) 7(-4)) = fi(4)) H(-4)) (3)

or, changing IP into -IP,

K(P)17(4)) = fi(-4) fi(4))
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/32:7 fel-44 fi(p) d(1)4 = 1
/TT

=Tr)-1 ( X2112 + 4)2)-1.

For an arbitrary function F E L2(-m, =) and its

Fourier transform P E2(-=, =), we define a function

d by the equation

13(4)) acto = k(ip) (1)

1

where fi(11)) = (270-7 +

Now () is equivalent to

IK(1012 = Ifi(012

and H(iP) never vanishes, therefore, from (1),

16(01 =

and G(1P) E L2(-co, =). By Plancherel's Theorem 2.1.2,

there exists then a function G E2(-=, co) whose Fourier

transform is G.

Now in (I), both sides, being products of functions

in L2(-00, co), belong to L1(-03, 00); so the following

equation holds:

03 00

By Lemma 2.1.3 this equation implies that

(H*G)(4)) = (K*F1)(). (1)

Thus, to every F E L2(-=, co) corresponds G E L2(-=, =)

such that (1) holds.
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Further, by multiplying (i) and (3') we get

II(*) a(*) K(*) = K(*) F(-*) fi(*).

Since Ifi(*)I = Ik(*)I 0 for any real *, it follows

that

G(*) i(*) = fi(-40

or, writing -* for * and interchanging the sides,

II(*) F(*) = /7(-*) a(-*). (2)

From this it follows, by using Lemma 2.1.3 again, that

(H*F) (*) = (R*G') (2)

completing the proof of Proposition III.

2.6 "Fourier-Pair" of Functions

Let us agree to call a pair of functions

F, G E L2(-co, co) a "Fourier-pair" if their Fourier

transforms P and d satisfy the relation

=

We shall prove the following proposition:

PROPOSITION. F, G E L2(-co, co) satisfy reciprocal

relations of the form (1) and (2) if and only if they

constitute a Fourier-pair.

PROOF. If F and G are related by (1) and (2), then,
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as shown in Sec. 2.5.1,

fi(10 G(iP) = K(10

and 11(ip) T(1P) = ii(*)

= ii(p) fi(*),
_1

since 11(0 = (2.0 7(Xii + ilp)-1. Therefore,

IK(0 I = 111(0 I
and since this expression never vanishes,

it follows from (1) that

la(4)) I = Ih-4))

that is, F, G constitute a Fourier-pair.

Conversely, if F and G form a Fourier-pair, then

we define a function k by the following equation:

11(0 = k(4)) (I)

If P(-11)) = 0 and hence 6'(p) = 0, then instead of the

above, take R to be arbitrary except that it is integrable

in every finite interval and that IR(U) I = Ifi(1P) I. Then

= Ifi(*)I 0 and k E L2(-00, co), so that there

does exist K E L2(-00, co) whose Fourier transform is K.

_1

On multiplying (1) by (210 2 e integrating

with respect to 11, from -c° to 00, we get, by using

Lemma 2.1.3,

(H*G)() = (K*F')(4)).

We next show that (2) also holds. The equation

= fiI() is equivalent to the following:

k(-1017(-10 = fi(-10 T(-0

(1)
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= 11(4) fi(IP).

Let us multiply the above equalities with (1) after

expressing the latter in the form

ft(-0 a(-10 = k(-4)) POP)

Then

11(-0 a(-0 k(-0 T(-0 = k(-0 Pco fic-0 fico,

or 114) Pco = Tc-o 8(-0.
From this it follows again, after using Lemma 2.1.3, that

(H*F)(4)) = (R*G')(). (2)

The proof is now complete.

We remark that the transformation kernel K and the

auxiliary function H defined in Sec. 2.4 always form

a Fourier-pair.



CHAPTER III

UNITARY MAPPINGS OF L2

In this chapter we look on the space of square-inte-

grable functions defined in the interval (a, b) as a

Hilbert space, where -00 < a < b < 00. The unitary

mappings of this space can be completely described by

analytical formulas involving two kernels. A specializa-

tion of the kernels gives rise to the Watson transforms.

Our treatment is slightly more general than the one given

by Bochner and Chandrasekharan [2] in the following

respect: If we take the special values 0 and 00 for

a and b respectively, our theorems reduce to Bochner's

theorems (see Introduction, p. 8-9). We also give an

algorithm for obtaining new kernels starting with two

pairs of known ones.

3.1 The Hilbert Space L2(a, b)

Consider the class L2(a, b) of complex-valued,

measurable functions f defined on the interval (a, b),

where < a < b < 00 and IfI2 is integrable on (a, b).

This set has the following three structural properties:

(i) L2(a, b) is a "complex vector space," that is,

the operations of addition and of multiplication by com-

plex numbers are defined for its elements and these
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operations obey all the rules of a vector space.

(ii) L2(a, b) is a "metric space" whose metric is

derived from an "inner product." This means that to

every pair of elements f, g there is associated a com-

plex number, called their inner product and denoted by

<f, g>, in the following manner:

<f, g> = jr f(x) 7477 dx.

a

The inner product exists because of the Schwarz inequality.

Also it has the following properties:

<f, f» 0; <f, f> = 0 if and only if f = 0,

<f, g> = <g, f>,

<Af, g> = X<f, g> for every complex number A,

<f + g, h> = <f, h> + <g, h>.

The "norm" of f is then defined (as in Sec. 2.1)

by

hfH2 =/<f f>

In what follows, we shall write simply H-H instead of

H 2'

The "distance" between f and g is given by

f 01

(We remark that <f, g> is a continuous function

in both its arguments [2, p.105].)

L2(a, b) is a "complete" metric space in the

sense that if a sequence of functions {f of thisn n=1
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space satisfies the Cauchy condition Mf - f 0 for

m, n + co, then there exists a function f in L2(a, b)

such that Mf - fM + 0 as n + co. Proof of this

theorem (the Riesz-Fischer theorem) may be found in [15,

p.27-33].

We may sum up the above three properties of L2(a, b)

as follows:

L2(a, b) is a realization of the abstract (complex)

Hilbert space.

In the sequel, we shall often write L2 instead of

L2(a, b).

3.2 Unitary Mappings; Extension by Continuity

Suppose T is a transformation (or mapping) of the

Hilbert space L2 into itself, that is, Tf is defined,

and belongs to L2, for every f in L2. T is called

a "linear transformation" if

T(Alfl + A2f2) = A1(Tf1) + X2(Tf2)

for all fl, f2 E L2 and all complex numbers Al, A2.

T is said to be "bounded" if there exists a positive

constant A such that

TfH 1 All f II

for all f E L2.

The bounded linear transformation T is said to be
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"isometric" if it leaves inner products invariant,

<Tf, Tg> = <f, g>

for every pair of elements f, g in L2. An isometric

transformation is necessarily one-to-one. Further, if

the image of the space L2 under the transformation

coincides with L2 (i.e., if T is "onto"), then

is said to be "unitary". Thus, the unitary mappings are

precisely those one-to-one mappings of L2 onto itself

which preserve all structure - the linear operations,

the norm and the inner product.

We remark that if T is unitary, so is its inverse

T-1; in fact, the unitary mappings on L2 form a group

under the operation of composition.

An important example of a unitary mapping is pro-

vided by the Fourier transforms for functions of the

class L2(-co, 00), as defined in Sec. 2.1; this represent-

ation was obtained in Plancherel's Theorem 2.1.2.

We introduce one more concept in this section, that

of extension of a linear transformation. We state the

theorem in the form we will actually need in the next

section.

AN EXTENSION THEOREM. Let a bounded linear transforma-

tion T be defined on a dense2 linear subset {g} of

39
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f in L2 is the limit of a sequence of functions gn in {g}.



L2 such that Tg E L2. Then T can be extended uniquely

to a bounded linear transformation on the whole space L2.

Further, if the transformation T defined above is

such that, for some positive constant A, < All gll

for all g in {g}, then (for the extended T)

for all f in L2.

We will refer to this theorem as the theorem on

extension by continuity; its proof may be found in [2,

p.92-93].

3.3 Analytic Characterization of Unitary

Mappings on L2

In the following we shall assume that the origin is

either an end-point or an interior point of the interval

(a, b) where -co < a < b < co.

THEOREM I. Every unitary transformation T of the

complex Hilbert space L2(a, b) determines two functions

(or kernels) k(, x), k(E, x) which are defined within

the square (a < < b; a < x < b) and, for each fixed

belong to L2(a, b). The relationship between

f E2(a, b) and its image g(=Tf) may be expressed

analytically as follows:

Jr g(x)dx =f x) f(x)dx,

0 a

(1)
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f(x)dx = jr x) g(x)dx.

0 a

The kernels so determined are unique and satisfy the

equations

k(n, x) dx =

a

x) R,(n, x) dx =

a

min(ICI, 1111)

0

dx = f 5th, x)dx. (5)

0 0

PROOF. Let us introduce a unit step function s(x)

for each fixed in the interval (a, b), and each x

in (a, b), as follows:

if 0 < x <

s(x) = -1 if < x < 0,
0 otherwise.

Then s E L2(a, b). Now we define the kernels k and

It, by setting

Ts(x) = k(, x),

and T-1s(x) = x).

-1
Since T and T preserve inner products, and Tg = f,

T-1f = g, we have
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if Eri > 0

if .1.1 < 0

if En > 0

if En < 0,



<g, se = <Tg, Tse,
and <f, se = <T if, T ise.
But these are equations (1) and (2), only written in the

inner product notation. Again

<TsE' Tsfl> = <se, s>

or jr k(E, x) k(n, x) dx = Jr s(x) s(x) dx

a a

min(lEI, no if Efl > 0

0 if En < 0

-1 -1
<T s, T s> =

<sE'
s>

fl

min(10, 1111) if En 2 °
or Jr k(E, x) £.(i-, x) dx =

0 if En < 0 ;

a

-1
<sn,

Ts > = <T 1s,
sE

>,
fl

or Jr k(E, x) dx = Jr Q(11, x) dx.

0 0

Thus equations (1) - (5) hold.

Finally, we have to prove the uniqueness of k and

k. For a given unitary transformation T, let k1 be

any other kernel which satisfies equations (1) - (5).

Then, from (1) we get

fg(x) dx = k(E, x) f(x) dx

0 a
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a

Therefore

jr [k(E, x) - kl(E, x)] f(x) dx = 0

a

for every f E L2. Taking, in particular,

f(x) = k(E, x) - ki(E, x), we obtain

Hk(E, x) - kl(E, = 0

for each fixed E. Hence k(E, x) = kl(E, x) for almost

all x. The uniqueness of k is proved in the same

manner. This completes the proof of the theorem.

THEOREM II. Given a pair of kernels k(, x),

k(E, x) E2(a, b) for each fixed in the interval

(a, b) and subject to the conditions (3), (4) and (5) of

Theorem I, the kernels generate a unitary transformation

f g in L2(a, b) and its inverse, defined respectively

by the formulas (1) and (2).

PROOF. To begin with, we define two transformations U

and V, first for the class of functions sE, by the

following formulas:

Us(x) = k(E, x) and Vs(x) = k(E, x).

By hypothesis, conditions (3), (4) and (5) hold, therefore
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Lis , Us > =
<sE, se>, (6)

Ti

<vs vs > = <sE, s>, (7)

<us, se>
= <s,, vs >. (8)

fl

Equations (6) and (7) show that U and V are isometric

over the class of functions sE. We now define

sEn(x) = s (x) - s (x);

then any step function s on (a, b) can be expressed

as a linear combination of the functions s as follows:

s = En sEnnn

where
Xn

are constants. We can then define Us and

Vs by the same linear combinations of the corresponding

UsE and Vs. By the linearity of the integral, it is

clear that in the equations (6), (7) and (8) we may replace

first s and then s by arbitrary step functions. It

thus follows that we have for every pair of step functions

f and g

<Uf, Ug> = <f, g>, (9)

<Vf, Vg> = <f, g>, (10)

<Uf, g> = <f, Vg>. (11)

Equations (9) and (10) show that U and V are isometric

transformations over the class of step functions. But

this class is dense in L2. We can therefore extend the

transformations U and V to the entire space L2 by
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transformations remain isometric. Hence, for all

f, g E L2

<Uf, Ug> = <f, g>, (12)

<Vf, Vg> = <f, g>. (13)

Again, if gn is a step function and the sequence

{gn} g in L2-norm, and if f is a fixed step function,

then by equation (11)

<Uf, gn> = <f, Vgn>.

Letting n m and using the continuity of inner product

in either of its arguments, we obtain

<Uf, g> = <f, Vg>.

We can similarly replace the step function f by an

arbitrary function f E L2 and finally obtain

<Uf, g> = <f, Vg> , (14)

for all f, g E L2.

We next show that U and V are inverses of each

other. Let cp and * be arbitrary functions in L2,

then

<cp, V(U10> = <U(1), Up, by (14)

= <q), by (12).

For a fixed tp, it follows that

<cp, i - V(1.110> = 0

for every cp E L2. Hence tp = V(14) almost everywhere.

That is, for any 4, there exists an element e(=u0

such that 4 = ve. In other words, V is onto.



k(, x) = 1
127

= x).
lx

Then the kernels belong to L2(-00, co) and

00 00

i , f , ixc-37 -' ke -1)(e-ix - 1)
2n

dxk(, x) T77dx .
x2

= 00

co

1 cc.s(E - 71) x - cos - COS riX 1 dx
- 2n

X
-03

03

1
= 77 00 In' - d- n1}

sin2t _t
-CO
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Similarly U is onto. Both U and V, being isometric,

are one-to-one. And since VU = UV = I, the identity

transformation, it follows that U and V are inverses

of each other. Hence U is a unitary mapping and so is

-1
V = U1.

From Theorem I it now follows that this unitary

mapping can be represented analytically by the formulas

(1) and (2), completing the proof of the theorem.

3.4 The Fourier Transforms on L2(-co, 0.)

As an example of the above theory let a = -co,

b = 00, and let

eiEx 1



=!2 {ICI ml - i - nil

. 1.1 0

(

min(10, InI) if >

It follows, therefore, from Theorem II that the relations

03

1 I e-ix -1
g(x)dx - -ix

f(x)dx
/TT

0

03

0 if n < 0.

f(x)dx = -1- jr
/27

0 CO

iCx
e -1 g(x)dx

ix

define a unitary transformation of the space L2(-00, co)

and its inverse. Using Lebesgue's theorem on the differ-

entiation of an indefinite integral, we may write the above

formulas in the following form (after changing the names

of the variables):

e-ixt -1
g(x) = 1 f(t)dt,/TT dx -it

CO

1 d eixt - 1
f(x) - g(t)dt.UK It/TT

00

We show in Appendix III that these formulas can also be

written in the classical form

(15)

(16)
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g(x) =
1-ixt

k.i.m. e f(t)dt

-n

1 f etk.i.m. g(t)dt.
/TT n.÷-00

-n

It is this latter form which we employed in stating

Plancherel's theorem of Sec. 2.1.2.

3.5 An Algorithm for Obtaining Kernels

THEOREM. Let kl(C, x), kl(C, x) and k2(C, x)

2(c, x) be two pairs of kernels corresponding to the

unitary transformations T1, T2 of L2(a, b). Define

k(a, x), 9,(a, x) as follows:

3k(C, x) = k (x v) k (C v) dvtDc 1 ' - 2 ' a a

a

k(E, x) = k2 '
(x v) k1 (' aC

v) dv
3x

a

Then k(C, x) and k(C, x) are a pair of unitary kernels.

PROOF. Let us integrate (21) and (22) with respect to

x from 0 to n, then (after changing the dummy vari-

able on the right)

(19)

(20)
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n b

k(,, x)dx = k1(, x) k2(E, x)dx.f (23)

0 a

fl
b

jr9,(,
x)dx = f (n, x) kl(, x)dx (24)

0 a

We may interpret equation (23) as part of the analytical

representation of a unitary mapping T operating on

k2(E, x) to produce the image k(, x), being a

parameter and kl(n, x) being a kernel. Now

k2(E, x) E L2, therefore k(E, x) E L2 for each fixed

E

By Parseval's equality, we have

b b

fk(,
x) k(n, x) dx = f k2(E, x) k2(fl, x)dx,

a

b

fJ2,(, x),
777-37 dx =

a

a

min(10, Inl) if > 0

0 if < 0,

since k2
is a kernel. Thus k does satisfy one of

the required conditions.

Analogously, from (24), we get

min(10, Ini) if ii> 0

0 if n< O.

Taking the complex conjugate of (22) and integrating
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again from 0 to flf we get

fl

jr
x)dx = jr k (n, x) ki(E, x)dx

0 a

= jr k(n, x)dx,

0

from (23).

This completes the proof of the theorem.

REMARK. It was recently pointed out to me that a proof

of Bochner's theorem for the space L2(a, b) appears on

p.291-293 of Riesz, F. and B61a Sz.-Nagy: Functional

Analysis. New York, Frederick Ungar, 1955. 468 p.
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X 1 1 1 1E r(Tx + 211 - Tp +

2P nx-P+1 r(A + 1) r4,10 + 4.11 - +

A-p-p+1 A+1;
x 2F1 2 2

(0 < < n)

(1)

with a corresponding expression for 0 < n < (inter-

change E and n in the above formula); and
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APPENDIX I

The Discontinuous Integral of Weber

and Schafheitlin

We recall [13, p.398-4031 two formulas regarding the

discontinuous integral of Weber and Schafheitlin, namely

00

Jx(
x) J (nx)

dx,
xP

0

in which and n are taken positive to secure conver-

gence at the upper limit; further,

Re (A + p + 1) > Re p > -1 (E 11)

Re (A + p + 1) > Re p > 0 rl)

where Re stands for "the real part of." We have

J(x) J (nx)

xP
dx

0



xJ(x)
J ( Ex)

dx
x

1 p -1 1 1 1 1
(2-E) r(p) r (7X+71-1-2-P+7)

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1
2r (.2-p-1-2-11-7X+7) r (-2-p+-2A+71,1+7) 1' (Tp+TX -211+7)

In order to calculate

Jr j

v+1
( Ex) Jv+1 (nx)

dx

we set in (1)

X =p=v+1 and p =1,

(all conditions of convergence are satisfied since

v
1

> --) and obtain the
expression 2

v+1
r(v + 1)

2 \

2F1
v + 1, 0; v + 2;

2nv+1 r(v + 2) r(1) 1]2/

1
v+1

which reduces to 2(v + 1) (n
where 0 < E < n.

For the case E = n we set in (2), as before,

X = p = v + 1, and p = 1 (all conditions of convergence

again being satisfied) and obtain the expression

11 1-1 r(1) r(v + 1)

2 r(1) r(v + 2) r(1)

which reduces to [2(v + 1)]-1, as expected.
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APPENDIX II

Alternative Proof of Proposition I, Sec. 2.4

Let us make a special choice of F as follows:

F(t) = H(-t).

Then (A-2) gives

cP

fe-44-t)Gmdt =
K(q) + t) et dt

00

K(t') e) dt',

on setting (1) + t = t'; dropping the primes, the right

side

((p-t) K(t) dt.

Therefore G(t) = K(t).

On substituting this value of G(t) in equation (B-2)

we get

(I)

f K(t) + t)dt = et) H(-t)dt.17-(cp

If 4) < 0, the integral on the right
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Hence

= e-X"

-X1= e4
CO

f K(t)17(4) + t) dt = e-XIII(H24

while if (I) > 0 then the same integral

e2Xpt dt 1 nApcp
24 -

e24t dt 1 e-A1424 -

This is what we wished to prove.

(C-2)
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APPENDIX III

On the Classical Formulas

for the Fourier Transforms

Let fn
be the function, equal to f on -n < t < n_

and vanishing outside this interval. Writing gn for

the transform of
fn,

as defined in equation (17), Sec.

3.4, we have

Jr e-ixt - 1
gn(x) =

1 d
-it

f(t)dt
/TT dx

-n

. 1 f -i(x+h)t -ixt
e1

-it
- e

lim 7 f(t)dt
1/7T h+0 "

-n

n ht 4iht-fiht
.xt1 e-ilim e f(t)dt

,ht%ITT h+0 k --/
2

-n

The function under the integral sign does not exceed Ifl

in absolute value, which is integrable in the finite

interval (-n, n); therefore by Lebesgue's theorem we

can interchange the order of integration and the passage

to the limit, and obtain

n

1 -xt
gn

-

(x) =
iie f(t)dt.

/ 27
n
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But,
fn

obviously converges to f in the mean when

n 4. co. Since the transformation is isometric, this

implies that gn also converges in the mean to the trans-

form of f, that is, to g. This proves the equality

of (17) and (19). By a similar argument we can prove the

equality (18) and (20).
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